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Dr. Ed Manansala, Superintendent of Schools 
Tamara Clay, Executive Director of Special Services/Geographic SELPA 

SELPA Superintendents’ Council 
MEETING AGENDA 

September 2, 2021 
2:00 p.m. 

Meeting to be held either in-person at: 
El Dorado County Office of Education 
Conference Room B/2 
6767 Green Valley Road 
Placerville, CA  95667 

or via Zoom: 
Virtual Meeting Via Zoom - Web Link (copy and paste into browser): 
https://edcoe.zoom.us/j/89058881135?pwd=WG9SeUJLRnhmd3NxRnV2eEpiZnVaZz09 
Dial-in Option: 1-669-900-6833, Meeting ID: 890 5888 1135 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

A. EXECUTIVE ORDER N-29-20 TELECONFERENCE FLEXIBILITY
This meeting is being held pursuant to the procedures established in Executive Order N-29-20
issued by California Governor Gavin Newsom on March 17, 2020. All council members may attend
the meeting by teleconference. This meeting will be an in person or virtual meeting. The public may
observe and address the meeting in person or via Zoom.

B. PUBLIC ACCESS TO THE SELPA SUPERINTENDENTS’ COUNCIL MEETING
The public will have access to the SELPA Superintendents’ Council meeting through Zoom
Teleconferencing. There are two options for those individuals who wish to make a public comment.
1.) During the meeting, comments can be sent through the Zoom meeting chat feature, or 2.) Prior
to, or during the meeting, comments may be sent to khall@edcoe.org.  A moderator for the meeting
will read your comments for the record.

C. ANNOUNCEMENT: Should this meeting encounter any security breach or inappropriate issues, the
meeting will be ended immediately and rescheduled as soon as practical.

General Items 

1. Approval of Agenda*
2. Public Hearing

(Individuals may address Board items not on the agenda - limited to 2 minutes)

Action Items 

3. Approval of August 5, 2021 SELPA Superintendents’ Council Meeting Minutes*

4. Learning Recovery Funding/ADR*

5. Low Incidence Materials/Equipment Funding*

Information Items 

6. Out-of-Home Care Funding/Shared Risk Pool*
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7. SELPA Policy Revision – Program Transfer Policy* – First Read

8. Allocation Plan Revision

9. Regional Program Review Committee*

10. SELPA Leadership Report

11. Adjournment
*Handouts

Notices:  
In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, for those requiring special assistance to access public 
meeting rooms or to otherwise participate at a public meeting conducted by the El Dorado County Office of 
Education, please contact Phillip Jones at 530-295-2205, pjones@edcoe.org at least 48 hours in advance of 
the meeting you wish to attend so that every reasonable effort to accommodate you, including requests for 
auxiliary aids or services, can be made.  Meeting documents are provided online at 
http://edcoe.org/educational-services/selpa-special-education-local-plan-area/selpa-superintendents-council.  
If you require documents being discussed at a public meeting be made accessible, please contact Kathleen 
Hall, 530-295-2236, khall@edcoe.org at least 48 hours in advance of the meeting.  EDCOE strives to provide 
a fragrance free work environment.  For the comfort of all participants, attendees are requested to refrain from 
using perfume, cologne and other fragrances. 
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SELPA Superintendents’ Council 
Meeting 9-2-21 / Attachment 3 

Dr. Ed Manansala, Superintendent of Schools 
Tamara Clay, Executive Director of Special Services/SELPA 

SELPA Superintendents’ Council Meeting Minutes - UNADOPTED 

August 5, 2021 Meeting Held In-Person at  
EDCOE Conference Room B/2 
6767 Green Valley Road, Placerville, CA 
and Via Zoom Meeting ID No. 938 4406 7944 

In Attendance In Person:  Ed Manansala, Wendy Frederickson, Kevin Monsma, Tamara Clay, 
Annette Lane, Curtis Wilson, David Roth, David Scroggins, Eric Bonniksen, Grant Coffin, Jeremy 
Meyers, Jim Shoemake, Keri Phillips, Margaret Enns, Matt Smith, Pat Atkins, Ron Carruth and 
guests: Francie Heim, Consultant; Amy Andersen, EDCOE Personnel Services Executive Director; 
and Kathleen Hall, Recording Secretary. 

Participated Via Zoom:  None 

Meeting called to order at 2:25 pm by Tamara Clay, Executive Director of Special Services/SELPA. 

Item 
1. Superintendent Matt Smith moved to approve agenda; second by Superintendent Jeremy

Meyers; no discussion and motion carries.

2. A Public Hearing was opened at 2:26 pm and, with no comment, closed at 2:26 pm.

Action Items 
3. Superintendent Pat Atkins moved to approve the Minutes of the June 3, 2021 SELPA

Superintendents’ Council meeting as presented; second by Superintendent Eric Bonniksen;
no discussion and motion carries.

Information Items 

4. Program Transfer
Tamara Clay provided an overview of SELPA and the EDCOE Regional Programs; separate
entities but decision making is linked. She also reviewed the EDCOE Regional Programs
shortfall and provided a summary of the SELPA Superintendents’ Council Allocation Plan
Committee  discussions from November 2020 through June 2021 to address the shortfall.

A draft revision to SELPA Policy 26, Program Transfer Policy, was presented for consideration
and a discussion was held on the proposed revisions.  Two of the proposed revisions will be
reconsidered and a final draft of SELPA Policy 26, Program Transfer Policy will be presented for
first read at the September 2, 2021 SELPA Superintendents’ Council Meeting.

5. Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 3:13 p.m. upon motion by Superintendent Eric Bonniksen;
second by Superintendent Pat Atkins; no discussion and motion carries.
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SELPA Superintendents’ Council Meeting/9-2-21 
Attachment 4 – Learning Recovery Funding/ADR 

2021-22 One-Time Funding 

Background 

Along with a significant increase in the special education funding rate to $715/ADA, the final state budget for 
2021-22 contained two one-time special education funding streams to SELPAs. They are intended to support 
collaboration with member LEAs on COVID-related 1) learning recovery supports ($450M) and 2) dispute 
prevention ($100M). For both, the target is special education students impacted by the pandemic, defined as 
the period from March 13, 2020, to September 1, 2021, inclusive. Known parameters: 

1. Learning Recovery Supports
Trailer bill language: “…for purposes of providing learning recovery support to pupils, as defined in this
section, associated with impacts to learning due to school disruptions stemming from the COVID-19 public
health emergency…”.

Plan Submission 
A written plan is required to receive funding. The plan must detail how the requirements of this section will 
be implemented, including: 

1. detailed proposed expenditure information broken down by eligible activity, and the number,

disabilities, and demographics of pupils proposed to be served;

2. evidence of matching funds as required by this section; and

3. any other information required by the State Department of Education.

In expending funds, the following requirements must be met: 

a. Ensure that learning recovery support provided with these funds is related to COVID-19

school disruptions during the specified period.

b. Match funding received under this section on a one-to-one basis by other funds spent for

these purposes.

c. Not use funds received under this section to supplant existing expenditures or obligations of

the district.

COVID-Related Funding 
Learning Recovery(1) & Dispute Prevention(2) 

Element Date 

Basis of allocation 
Greater of 2019 or 2020 count 

of SWDs ages 3-22 

Allocation from state to the SELPA August 31, 2021 

Allocation of Learning  Recovery(1) funds 
from the SELPA to districts 

Dependent on details of the  
SELPA Learning Recovery Plan 

Allocate Dispute Prevention(2) funds 
(at least 80% to districts) 

September 13, 2021 

Plan submission October 1, 2021 

May be encumbered until June 30, 2023 

Districts report to the SELPA September 30, 2023 

The SELPA reports to CDE October 1, 2023 
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Attachment 4 – Learning Recovery Funding/ADR Page 2 of 4 

d. Not use funds received under this section for, or use these funds to match expenditures for,

attorney’s fees.

SELPA Report 
Following the encumbrance period, the SELPA shall submit a report containing: 

1. Description of how funding received under this section was spent.

2. A summary of learning recovery services provided.

3. The summary shall include the demographics of pupils served through the provided learning

recovery and supports, including, but not limited to:

o the pupil’s disability,

o family income,

o English learner classification; and

o the parent’s primary language.

Based on School Services’ per-pupil estimate of $564, allocation of 100% of the funding to SELPA members 
would be: 

2. Dispute Prevention
Trailer bill language: “…for the purpose of supporting member local educational agencies in conducting
dispute prevention and voluntary alternative dispute resolution activities to prevent and resolve special
education disputes resulting from school disruptions stemming from the COVID-19 public health
emergency…in a collaborative and equitable manner.”

• Early intervention and how the SELPA will support “conducting dispute prevention” include the following:
a. Promoting collaborative & positive relationships between families and schools
b. Using proactive communication
c. Using collaborative problem solving
d. Providing parent support activities that can include parent peer support, language access
e. Collaborating with family support organizations

• Voluntary ADR activities and how the SELPA will support districts include the following:
a. Offering voluntary ADR for issues not resolved through the IEP process
b. Ensuring parents are provided with notice of procedural safeguards
c. Ensuring parents are informed ADR is a voluntary process

District
 100%

Allocation 

Black Oak Mine Unified 97,008$   

Buckeye Union Elementary 310,200$    

Camino Union Elementary 34,404$   

El Dorado County Office of Education 289,896$    

El Dorado Union High 489,552$    

Gold Oak Union Elementary 41,736$   

Gold Trail Union Elementary 55,836$   

Indian Diggings Elementary 3,384$   

Latrobe 10,716$   

Mother Lode Union Elementary 69,936$   

Pioneer Union Elementary 20,868$   

Placerville Union Elementary 95,316$   

Pollock Pines Elementary 61,476$   

Rescue Union Elementary 248,724$    

Silver Fork Elementary 1,692$   

Grand Total 1,830,744$     
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Attachment 4 – Learning Recovery Funding/ADR Page 3 of 4 

d. Making a good-faith effort that any staff, agency, or parent organization is acting as a neutral
party in the ADR process

e. Encouraging districts to reach agreements through voluntary ADR expeditiously at no cost to
parents with the goal of allowing learning recovery to commence as early as possible

• As practicable, work with family empowerment centers or other family support organizations to prevent
and resolve disputes.

• Develop and implement plans to identify and conduct outreach to families who face language barriers and
other challenges to participation in the special education process and whose pupils have experienced
significant disruption to their education as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Plan Submission 
A written plan is required to receive funding. The plan must detail: 

1. proposed expenditure information broken down by eligible activity;

2. the number, disabilities, and demographics of pupils proposed to be served; and

3. any other information required by the State Department of Education.

District/SELPA Report 
Following the encumbrance period, districts receiving SELPA support for ADR activities shall submit a report, 
and the SELPA shall submit the information from the report. The report will contain:  

1. The number of cases mediated through ADR.

2. The number of cases totally resolved by agreement.

3. The number of cases refusing ADR services and requesting due process.

4. A list of the issues that generated the request for dispute resolution services.

5. The demographics of pupils served including, but not limited to, the pupil’s disability, family income,

English learner classification, and the parent’s primary language.

6. A summary of outreach activities conducted pursuant to this section.

7. A summary of activities conducted in partnership with family support organizations pursuant to this
section.

Based on School Services per-pupil estimate of $125, allocation of 80% of funding to districts would be: 

District
 80% 

Allocation 

Black Oak Mine Unified 17,200$   

Buckeye Union Elementary 55,000$   

Camino Union Elementary 6,100$   

El Dorado County Office of Education 51,400$   

El Dorado Union High 86,800$   

Gold Oak Union Elementary 7,400$   

Gold Trail Union Elementary 9,900$   

Indian Diggings Elementary 600$   

Latrobe 1,900$   

Mother Lode Union Elementary 12,400$   

Pioneer Union Elementary 3,700$   

Placerville Union Elementary 16,900$   

Pollock Pines Elementary 10,900$   

Rescue Union Elementary 44,100$   

Silver Fork Elementary 300$   

Grand Total 324,600$    
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The remaining 20% ($81,150) is proposed to be used to pay COVID-related legal claims to the Shared 
Risk Pool. Once extinguished, any such claims would become a direct expense to the Shared Risk 
Pool. 
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SELPA Superintendents’ Council Meeting/9-2-21  
Attachment 5 – Low Incidence Materials/Equipment Funding 

Low Incidence (LI) Materials/Equipment Funding 

Issue 

In June 2016, SELPA Superintendents’ Council set a threshold of $10,000 for the LI materials and equipment 
reserve. The intent was that when the balance dropped below the threshold, SELPA Superintendents’ Council 
would establish an ongoing funding source or discontinue LI materials and equipment reimbursement.  

The pool dipped below the $10,000 threshold in 2020-21. In June, the Council voted to temporarily allow LI 
materials and equipment claims to be reimbursed from the Shared Risk Pool under LI claims’ current 
parameters. A decision on a long-term solution was deferred. 

Background 

At the time the $10,000 threshold was established, the SELPA Superintendents’ Council decided to direct the 
annual LI revenue to offset the cost of LI services in regional programs (DHH, VI, OI teachers). This offset 
reduces the amount of AB 602 base funding allocated to regional programs and, in turn, increases the 
districts’ allocation by the corresponding amount. In 2020-21, this increase equated to $17.45/ADA of 
additional state revenue to districts. Annual LI revenue at the time of the decision was approximately $60K. 
The 2020-21 budget act significantly increased LI funding. We are now receiving over $350,000 per year. 

The following table and chart show the history of LI claim reimbursements under the current 50% 
reimbursement parameters. 

 Low Incidence

Claim History 
2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 5 Yr Avg

# of Districts 6 5 5 6 4 5 

# of Claims 7 10 8 9 11 9 

Total Reimbursments $13,004 $12,965 $17,093 $15,034 $19,032 $15,425

High $3,933 $2,221 $5,815 $2,484 $3,489 $3,589

Low $1,335 $1,004 $1,261 $1,020 $1,123 $1,149

Average $1,858 $1,296 $2,137 $1,670 $1,730 $1,738

$3,589
$1,738

$15,425
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$15,000

$20,000
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These Options for Discussion were presented to Executive Committee at the August 23rd meeting. 

1. Discontinue an LI materials/equipment pool. Districts maintain the additional revenue generated
from the regional program-district LI funding swap and each district’s budget covers any needed LI
equipment.

2. Redirect a portion of the increased annual LI funding away from the revenue swap to rebuild and
maintain an ongoing pool to help defray the cost to districts of LI equipment.

3. Make LI claims to the Shared Risk Pool a permanent option.

These Considerations for Discussion were presented to Executive Committee at the August 23rd meeting. 

• For several years, Out of Home Care (OOHC) funding has yielded a year-end surplus, which has served
as the primary revenue source for the Shared Risk Pool. As anticipated, the Out of Home Care funding
model is modified as of 2021-22, and the annual surplus is projected to be approximately half of what
it has been.

• Should the existing $2,000 LI equipment claim threshold be raised?

• The financial consequence of a given LI expenditure is disproportionately more significant for smaller
districts. For legal claims to the Shared Risk Pool, the minimum claim is tiered by ADA:

o ADA of 200 or lower = $2,000 minimum
o ADA between 201 and 1000 = $5,000 minimum
o ADA of 1001+ = $10,000 minimum

Would applying the same concept to LI claims be sensible? 

• Is there a need to consider additional eligible claims (NPS alternative placements for students with LI

disabilities)

Recommendation  

After some discussion, the Executive Committee recommended the following. 

• Maintain a Low Incidence materials reimbursement process for the SELPA.

• Do not change the current practice of directing annual Low Incidence funding to regional programs and

transferring the same amount of state special education funding from regional programs to districts.

• Allow Low Incidence materials claims from the Shared Risk Pool at 50% reimbursement on an ongoing

basis.

• Establish a minimum of $5,000 in total costs for Low Incidence materials claims from the Shared Risk

Pool.
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SELPA Superintendents’ Council Meeting/9-2-21  
Attachment 6 – Out of Home Care Funding

Out of Home Care Funding 

Background 

In 2015, the passage of AB 403 resulted in dramatic reforms to the foster care placement system and  
triggered a need to change the SELPA Out of Home Care funding model. In each prior year since its passage, 
CDE announced a “hold harmless” year, which retained the existing funding model for those years. The final 
2021-22 state budget contained the expected revised funding formula. 

The retired model provided a steady level of annual revenue to the SELPA based on the number of beds in 
group homes and the severity level of those beds, regardless of whether the county’s group home beds were 
full or empty. Therefore, the SELPA frequently received revenue without the need to make a corresponding 
expenditure. In most years, this produced a sizeable surplus that was transferred to the Shared Risk Pool and 
has been the pool’s primary revenue source.  

The new funding model will use a combination of data, each with its own assigned revenue amount: 

• foster youth enrollment (CALPADS);

• the average daily population in short-term residential therapeutic programs (STRTP) in the county;

• the number of children residing in community care facilities in the county;

• the number of children residing in intermediate care facilities in the county; and

• the number of children residing in skilled nursing facilities in the county.

The referring agency (State Department of Developmental Services) and the licensing agency (State 
Department of Social Services) will supply the last four data elements. El Dorado County has no licensed 
community care, intermediate care or skilled nursing facilities. 

The State SELPA Association issued guidance to SELPAs on estimating the new model's annual revenue for 
2021-22. Following this guidance, a projection of $716,285 was derived. 2019-20 is the last year for which we 
have final costs. In 2019-20, Out of Home Care revenue to the SELPA was $1,158,015, a reduction of $441,730 
(-37%). Overlaying the revenue estimate from the revised model results in the following impact to the Out of 
Home Care surplus and Shared Risk Pool. 

For 2019-20, the projected revenue from the new model would have reduced the surplus from Out of Home 
Care funding that flows to the Shared Risk Pool by almost 45% (line 7). 

2019-20 2019-20 Diff

Final Restated

1 OHC Revenue 1,158,015         716,285           -37.4%

2 LCFF Transfer 22,959 22,959 

3 Total Income 1,180,974         739,244           

4 LCI Costs 187,849 187,849           

5 Assement Fees to Districts 3,600 3,600 

6 Total Expenditures 191,449 191,449           

7 Balance to Shared Risk 989,525 547,795           -44.6%

Out of Home Care (OHC)
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The result is a reduction in the annual Shared Risk Pool surplus (line 16) and a corresponding reduction in the 
pool ending balance (line 17). Using 2019-20 as an example, the new Out of Home Care funding formula 
would still allow the Shared Risk Pool to operate at an annual surplus, albeit a reduced one. The adjusted 
ending Balance (line 17) accounts for the commitment of $1,000,000 from the Shared Risk Pool to provide 
the approved district hold harmless and speech revenue augmentation. 

It is important to note that the revenue projection based on the new OOHC formula is only an estimate at 
this time, and expenditures to the pool can fluctuate from year to year. For perspective, the pool would 
survive for over 26 years with a continuous annual pool operating deficit of ($100,000) based on the $2.7M 
adjusted ending balance (line 19). A continuous annual pool operating deficit of ($400,000) would extinguish 
the pool balance in less than seven years. 

Issue 

This analysis is presented for information only. SELPA administration believes that as the SELPA 
Superintendents’ Council considers future decisions impacting the Shared Risk Pool, this will be useful 
information.  

2019-20 2019-20 Diff

Final Restated

1 PY Adjustments (25,224)           (25,224)           

2 PY Cancelled Accruals (NPS, Legal) 9,098 9,098

3 Beginning Balance 3,537,566 3,537,566

4 AB 602 385,816 385,816

5 Out of Home Care 989,525 547,795

6 COLA 15,519 15,519

7 Interest 72,652 72,652

8 Total Income 1,463,511 1,021,782 -30.2%

9 1st Yr District ADA Growth 46,508 46,508

10 SELPA ADA Loss 37,923 37,923

11 NPS Infant Reserve 0 0

12 NPS Placements 653,097 653,097

13 Legal 78,427 78,427

14 Special Circumstance Students 63,890 63,890

15 Total Expenditures 879,845 879,845

16 Income - Expense 583,666 141,936 -75.7%

17 Ending Balance 4,121,232 3,679,502 -10.7%

18 Hold Harmless (Infant Deficit + Speech) 1,000,000

19 Adjusted Ending Balance 2,679,502

Shared Risk Pool
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El Dorado County     Special Education Local Plan Area 
BOARD POLICY 26 

Page 1 of 6 

PROGRAMAppendix B – SELPA Transfer Policy

PROGRAM TRANSFER POLICY 
According to Education Code Section 56207, special education programs may be transferred 

from a county office of education to school districts, from school districts to the county 
superintendent of schools, and from one district to another.   For the purpose of this policy, 
programs may also be transferred to charter schools that have been granted LEA status. 
A program transfer occurs when the proposed change involves a change in the LEA of services 
and involves the movement of funding locally from one service provider (LEA) to another.  A 
program transfer is defined as either or both of the following:  

• A change in the entity responsible for the operation of a regional program.

• An LEA developing program(s) in the district to deliver services for a group of students in
place of an existing regional program.

The Education Code and this policy require that the LEA accepting responsibility for a program 
(receiving LEA) retain employment of the LEA (sending LEA) employees originally providing the transferred 

service as detailed in the Detailed Plan for Special Education Program Transfers developed by the LEAs 
involved.  (See Cal. Educ. Code §§ 44903.7; 45120.2; 56207.) 

Transfer Guidelines 
Prior to transferring special education programs from one LEA to another, the sending and 
receiving LEAs will develop a plan to transfer the program. (the “Detailed Plan for Special 
Education Program Transfers”).  The plan will address all of the following:  

1. Pupil needs;
2. The availability of a full continuum of services to affected pupils;
3. The functional continuation of the current IEPs of all affected pupils;
4. The provision of services in the least restrictive environment from which affected pupils

can benefit;
5. The maintenance of all appropriate services;
6. The assurance that there will be compliance with all federal and state laws and

regulations and special education local plan area policies; and
7. The means through which parents and staff were informed and involved during the

planning process.

Timelines 
Transferring a special education program requires adequate notice to ensure that students have 
uninterrupted access to programs and services as required by their educational programs. 
Program transfers require a three-year process: 

SELPA Superintendents' Council Meeting – 9-2-21
Attachment 7a – SELPA Transfer Policy Revisions  – Redline Version
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• Year One – Notification

• Year Two – Preparation

• Year Three – Implementation

YEAR ONE - NOTIFICATION: 
Prior to March 30February 1, the LEA initiating the transfer request shall submit in writing to the 
SELPA notice of intent to transfer a special education program. The SELPA will confirm receipt of 
the notification and will ensure thatnotify the Executive Committee and SELPA Superintendents’ 
Council are aware of the proposed transfer. 

YEAR TWO – PREPARATION: 
The program transfer process requires the transference of the operation of a program from one 
LEA to another. Both the receiving and sending LEAs are required to complete and sign a Notice 
of Intent to Transfer Special Education Programs form.  When the initiating LEA intends to receive 
a special education program, the initiating LEA shall identify an LEA to send the program. 
Conversely, when the initiating LEA intends to send the program, the LEA shall identify an LEA 
that agrees to receive the program.  The Notice of Intent to Transfer Special Education Programs 
form shall be completed and submitted to the SELPA no later than September 30.   

Both the sending and receiving LEAs shall submit a signed Program Transfer Assurances Form and 
a Detailed Plan for Special Education Program Transfers to the SELPA prior to November 30, 
addressing all of the required program transfer plan components set forth in section 56207 of 
the California Education Code., this policy, employment responsibilities, and any other elements 
necessary to ensure the consistent provision of services.  

SELPA administration will review the plan and certify that it contains all required elements.  Once 
the plan has been reviewed and certified by the SELPA, it will be added to the Executive 
Committee and SELPA Superintendents’ Council agendas as an information item.  

Any revisions to the plan shall be submitted no later than February 1.  Once received, changes 
will be reviewed and recertified by SELPA administration and may be presented to 
superintendents. 

YEAR THREE – IMPLEMENTATION: 
The receiving LEA officially assumes operation of the program as of July 1. 

Waiver Provisions 
The Superintendents’ Council has the authority to waive the required timelines for the 
implementation of the program transfer pursuant to Section 56207(b) of the California Education 
Code.  A request for a waiver of the timeline shall be submitted to the SELPA office and the 
sending LEA no later than February 1st1 and requires unanimous approval from the Council.   
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Funding 
Funding for the program throughout the transfer process aligns with the approved Allocation Plan. 

LEA Responsibilities When Operating Programs 
The SELPA assures services to special students by offering centralized and regionalized programs 
and services provided by member LEAs. When a program transfer is proposed for regional 
programs and services, the receiving LEA will guarantee the continuation and/or provision of 
services to students that may reside outside the LEA’s attendance area. Requests to relinquish 
programs must be submitted in writing to the SELPA office. The SELPA administrator will forward 
requests to the Executive Committee and SELPA Superintendents’ Council for consideration. Until 
another LEA agrees to operate the program andtransfer procedure has been completed, the 
services, it will remain the responsibility of the current LEA. Any action to transfer the program 
and services will follow the procedures and timelines outlined in this policy. 

Program/Service Standards 
When transferring a regional program, the receiving LEA agrees to maintain the standard of 

program and/or service delivery provided by the sending LEA unless they receive approval to change the 

nature of  

the programapproved by the SELPA Superintendents’ Council. LEAs may only change the nature of 
the program if they can continue to implement the IEPs of the students affected by the program 
transfer. The receiving LEA agrees to operate the program and services for at least three years unless 

otherwise agreed to by the SELPA Superintendents’ Council. 

Personnel Considerations 
The following personnel factors need to be considered and addressed in the program transfer 
plan: rights of certificated personnel, classified personnel qualifications, medical benefits, 
collective bargaining agreements, and transfer of personnel files. information related to accrued 
sick leave and seniority. 

The Education Code sections governing transfers (See Ed. Code §§ 44903.7 and 45120.2) do not 
distinguish between employees based on the type of credentials they possess. It is evident that 
the general intent of the relevant sections is to try to maintain an employee’s status at the same 
or similar level, despite the transfer to another employer. Therefore, for those employees who 
are properly considered a “certificated” employee, the sections appear to equally apply 
regardless of the type of credential the employee possesses. 

Facilities 
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Transfer of facilities, when appropriate, will be negotiated on a case-by-case basis by the sending 
and receiving LEAs.  Whenever a program is transferred from one LEA to another, the receiving 
LEA assumes responsibility for the facilities (i.e., portable classrooms, etc.) currently occupied by 
the program when owned by the receiving LEA. 

Materials and Equipment 
Unless otherwise agreed upon, materials and equipment purchased with special education funds by the 

sending LEA for the program being transferred will be transferred with the program and become the 

property of the receiving LEA. Transfer of materials and equipment will be negotiated on a case-
by-case basis by the sending and receiving LEAs.  There is an understanding that LEAs have made 
significant local contributions to the operations of special education programs.  Therefore, it is 
difficult to determine whether special education funds have in fact, been used to purchase any 
specific materials and equipment.  In considering what materials and equipment are to be 
transferred with the program, the sending LEA shall consider the underlying principles of fairness, 
equitable distribution of all materials and equipment that have been routinely utilized by the 
transferred program, and the needs of the students continuing in the transferred program.  Any 
material or equipment purchased with Low Incidence funds is the property of the California 
Department of Education and will remain with the student. 

Student Records 
When the transfer of a program has received final approval, the sending and receiving LEAs will 
develop a plan for the transfer of all student records to the receiving LEA. 

Special Considerations 
The SELPA may consider any other factors, which are deemed relevant to the proposed program 
transfer, such as LEA identification rates, impact on transportation, etc. The primary consideration, 
however, must be to provide service to all identified students within the SELPA by qualified personnel 

under IDEA and Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). 

Disputes 
Whenever there is a dispute within the SELPA over the transfer of special education programs as 
described above, the involved agencies will follow the dispute resolution procedures described in 
the governance section of the Local Plan. 

Appeal to CDE to Resolve Questions on Program Transfers 
Because of ambiguities in the definition of a program transfer, CDE will allow any LEA or parent 
to request, in writing, for the Department to undertake a determination whether a proposed 
change constitutes a program transfer. All requests should be signed by the LEA or parent, and a copy 
should be forwarded to a SELPA Administrator. The Department will make a determination within 60 days 
and issue a public opinion in writing to the relevant LEA(s) and SELPA. 
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SELPA Transfer Policy 

PROGRAM TRANSFER POLICY 
According to Education Code Section 56207, special education programs may be transferred 
from a county office of education to school districts, from school districts to the county 
superintendent of schools, and from one district to another.   For the purpose of this policy, 
programs may also be transferred to charter schools that have been granted LEA status. 
A program transfer occurs when the proposed change involves a change in the LEA of services 
and involves the movement of funding locally from one service provider (LEA) to another.  A 
program transfer is defined as either or both of the following:  

• A change in the entity responsible for the operation of a regional program.

• An LEA developing program(s) in the district to deliver services for a group of students in
place of an existing regional program.

Transfer Guidelines 
Prior to transferring special education programs from one LEA to another, the sending and 
receiving LEAs will develop a plan to transfer the program (the “Detailed Plan for Special 
Education Program Transfers”).  The plan will address all of the following:  

1. Pupil needs;
2. The availability of a full continuum of services to affected pupils;
3. The functional continuation of the current IEPs of all affected pupils;
4. The provision of services in the least restrictive environment from which affected pupils

can benefit;
5. The maintenance of all appropriate services;
6. The assurance that there will be compliance with all federal and state laws and

regulations and special education local plan area policies; and
7. The means through which parents and staff were informed and involved during the

planning process.

Timelines 
Transferring a special education program requires adequate notice to ensure that students have 
uninterrupted access to programs and services as required by their educational programs. 
Program transfers require a three-year process: 

• Year One – Notification

• Year Two – Preparation

• Year Three – Implementation

YEAR ONE - NOTIFICATION: 
Prior to February 1, the LEA initiating the transfer request shall submit in writing to the SELPA 
notice of intent to transfer a special education program. The SELPA will confirm receipt of the 
notification and will notify the Executive Committee and SELPA Superintendents’ Council of the 
proposed transfer. 
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YEAR TWO – PREPARATION: 
The program transfer process requires the transference of the operation of a program from one 
LEA to another. Both the receiving and sending LEAs are required to complete and sign a Notice 
of Intent to Transfer Special Education Programs form.  When the initiating LEA intends to receive 
a special education program, the initiating LEA shall identify an LEA to send the program. 
Conversely, when the initiating LEA intends to send the program, the LEA shall identify an LEA 
that agrees to receive the program.  The Notice of Intent to Transfer Special Education Programs 
form shall be completed and submitted to the SELPA no later than September 30.   

Both the sending and receiving LEAs shall submit a signed Program Transfer Assurances Form and 
a Detailed Plan for Special Education Program Transfers to the SELPA prior to November 30, 
addressing all of the required program transfer plan components set forth in section 56207 of 
the California Education Code, this policy, employment responsibilities, and any other elements 
necessary to ensure the consistent provision of services.  

SELPA administration will review the plan and certify that it contains all required elements.  Once 
the plan has been reviewed and certified by the SELPA, it will be added to the Executive 
Committee and SELPA Superintendents’ Council agendas as an information item.  

Any revisions to the plan shall be submitted no later than February 1.  Once received, changes 
will be reviewed and recertified by SELPA administration and may be presented to 
superintendents. 

YEAR THREE – IMPLEMENTATION: 
The receiving LEA officially assumes operation of the program as of July 1. 

Waiver Provisions 
The Superintendents’ Council has the authority to waive the required timelines for the 
implementation of the program transfer pursuant to Section 56207(b) of the California Education 
Code.  A request for a waiver of the timeline shall be submitted to the SELPA office and the 
sending LEA no later than February 1 and requires unanimous approval from the Council.   

Funding 
Funding for the program throughout the transfer process aligns with the approved Allocation 
Plan. 

LEA Responsibilities When Operating Programs 
The SELPA assures services to students by offering centralized and regionalized programs and 
services provided by member LEAs. When a program transfer is proposed for regional programs 
and services, the receiving LEA will guarantee the continuation and/or provision of services to 
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students that may reside outside the LEA’s attendance area. Requests to relinquish programs 
must be submitted in writing to the SELPA office. The SELPA administrator will forward requests 
to the Executive Committee and SELPA Superintendents’ Council for consideration. Until the 
transfer procedure has been completed, the services will remain the responsibility of the current 
LEA. Any action to transfer the program and services will follow the procedures and timelines 
outlined in this policy. 

Program/Service Standards 
When transferring a regional program, the receiving LEA agrees to maintain the program and/or 
service delivery provided by the sending LEA unless approved by the SELPA Superintendents’ 
Council. LEAs may only change the nature of the program if they can continue to implement the 
IEPs of the students affected by the program transfer. The receiving LEA agrees to operate the 
program and services for at least three years unless otherwise agreed to by the SELPA 
Superintendents’ Council. 

Personnel Considerations 
The following personnel factors need to be considered and addressed in the program transfer 
plan: rights of certificated personnel, classified personnel qualifications, medical benefits, 
collective bargaining agreements, and transfer of personnel  information related to accrued sick 
leave and seniority. 

Facilities 
Transfer of facilities, when appropriate, will be negotiated on a case-by-case basis by the sending 
and receiving LEAs.  Whenever a program is transferred from one LEA to another, the receiving 
LEA assumes responsibility for the facilities (i.e., portable classrooms, etc.) currently occupied 
by the program when owned by the receiving LEA. 

Materials and Equipment 
Transfer of materials and equipment will be negotiated on a case-by-case basis by the sending 
and receiving LEAs.  There is an understanding that LEAs have made significant local contributions 
to the operations of special education programs.  Therefore, it is difficult to determine whether 
special education funds have in fact, been used to purchase any specific materials and 
equipment.  In considering what materials and equipment are to be transferred with the 
program, the sending LEA shall consider the underlying principles of fairness, equitable 
distribution of all materials and equipment that have been routinely utilized by the transferred 
program, and the needs of the students continuing in the transferred program.  Any material or 
equipment purchased with Low Incidence funds is the property of the California Department of 
Education and will remain with the student. 

Student Records 
When the transfer of a program has received final approval, the sending and receiving LEAs will 
develop a plan for the transfer of all student records to the receiving LEA. 
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Special Considerations 
The SELPA may consider any other factors, which are deemed relevant to the proposed program 
transfer, such as LEA identification rates, impact on transportation, etc. The primary 
consideration, however, must be to provide service to all identified students within the SELPA by 
qualified personnel under IDEA and Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). 

Disputes 
Whenever there is a dispute within the SELPA over the transfer of special education programs as 
described above, the involved agencies will follow the dispute resolution procedures described 
in the governance section of the Local Plan. 

Appeal to CDE to Resolve Questions on Program Transfers 
Because of ambiguities in the definition of a program transfer, CDE will allow any LEA or parent 
to request, in writing, for the Department to undertake a determination whether a proposed 
change constitutes a program transfer. All requests should be signed by the LEA or parent, and a 
copy should be forwarded to a SELPA Administrator. The Department will make a determination 
within 60 days and issue a public opinion in writing to the relevant LEA(s) and SELPA. 

Revised: __________________ 
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SELPA Superintendents' Council Meeting – 9-2-21

Attachment 7c – Detailed Plan Transfer Template 

Template for the Detailed Plan for Special Education Program Transfers 

This required Detailed Plan for Special Education Program Transfers complies with Section 56207(a) and 

other procedural safeguards.   In addition, the Program Transfer Assurances document is attached and is 

made a part of the Detailed Plan for Special Education Program Transfers. 

1. Section 56207(a)(1) and (3) – pupil needs and the continuation of the current individualized

education program (IEP) for all affected students.

(a) Direct Instruction

(b) Related Services and Equipment

(c) Facilities

(d) Services from Non-Educational Agencies
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2. Section 56207(a)(2),(4) – the availability of the full continuum of program services for all affected

students and the provision of services in the least restrictive environment from which pupils can

benefit.

(a) Contingency plans for providing services other than those called for in the IEPs

(b) If program transfer involves students with low-incidence disabilities, the

following will occur:

3. Section 56207(a) (5) – The maintenance of all appropriate support services.

(a) Number (FTEs), Qualifications, and Experience of Support Staff

(b) Availability of other support services

(c) Qualifications of Classified Staff

(d) Other Personnel Issues
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4. Section 56207(a) (7) – the involvement and representation of parents of all affected students and

staff in the planning process.

(a) Involvement of Parents

(b) Involvement of Staff

Approved and Agreed by: 

Superintendent From Sending LEA Superintendent From Receiving LEA 

Signature Signature 

Date Date 
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SELPA Superintendents’ Council Meeting – 9-2-21 
Attachment 9 – Regional Program Review Committee 

2021-22 Regional Program Review Committee (RPRC) – Members and Schedule 

The following program administrators are current members of the 2021-22 Regional Program Review 
Committee: 

Name  School District /EDCOE 

Nicole Schraeder, Director of Student Services Buckeye Union School District 

Robin Smay, Director of Special Education  Gold Trail School District 

Mary Ann Meyers, Director of Special Programs Placerville Union School District 

Pamela Bartlett, Director of Student Services El Dorado Union High School District 

Meghan Magee, Director of Special Education and Rescue Union School District 
Student Support Services 

Becca Kaldunski, Director EDCOE – Special Services 

Kirstin Comstock, Coordinator EDCOE – Geographic SELPA 

Meeting Dates Location 

Thursday, August 26, 2021 at 1:00 p.m. SELPA Large Conference Room 

Wednesday, September 22, 2021 at 1:00 p.m. SELPA Large Conference Rooms 

Wednesday, November 17th at 1:00 p.m. SELPA Large Conference Room 
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